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─ Main package

Logo GO Wings main package (1 user) 1.300 130 650 230 330 290

─ User increments

Logo GO Wings user increase +2 690 70 350 125 175 155

Logo GO Wings user increase +5 1.600 165 800 290 400 360

Logo GO Wings user increase +10 2.550 260 1.300 450 630 560

─ Retail

Logo GO Wings Retail                                                                                              610 62 310 110 155 135

Logo GO Wings Barcode Label Design and Printing 310 32 155 55 78 68

─Foreign language package

Logo GO Wings language pack / 1 language 930 94 470 165 240 210

─ Management decision support systems

Logo Mind Navigator (1 user) 570 58 290 105 145 130

─ Usee increments

Logo Mind Navigator user increase +2 370 38 185 66 93 82

Logo Mind Navigator user increase +5 580 59 290 105 145 130

Logo Mind Navigator user increase +10 940 95 470 170 240 210

─ Additional product and services

Logo GO Wings Database Usage License 270 28 135 48 68 60

All prices and price-related conditions (including license prices, training prices, and training durations, but not limited to these) in this price list are only advisory and are not binding.

All our prices are in USD.

Renewal fees will be calculated based on the current list prices during the renewal periods. Logo Software reserves the right to update prices.

Flexible payment plan is a subscription model that offers different payment plans to customers.

Customers will be able to continue using the product by paying the initial subscription fee in their first years and renewal fees according to the plan they choose in the following years. 

Any subsequent user increases, modules, and related functional solutions also require them to pay the first year's subscription fee and subscription renewal fees in the following years.

The subscription validity period is 1 year. The renewal date starts from the date when the previous license usage period ended.

It is highly recommended that training and support services to be obtained only from authorized Logo Business Partners which can be found at Logo web site (www.logo.com.tr/en) 

and certified training specialists.

Product related trainings are provided by certified Logo Business Partners. Demands such as identification, customization and reporting are evaluated separately.

They will continue to subscribe to products at advantageous prices by benefiting from the loyalty discount, renewing their renewals on the renewal date or within 30 days following 

the renewal date, and regular renewing users; if no renewal is made after the 30-day period, the loyalty discount will end.

If renewal is not made within 90 days following the renewal date, the product usage license will expire. If the customer wants to use the product again after the 90th day, they will 

need to start a new subscription.

You can access the transition and restriction details of the flexible payment plan here.

The training prices may differ depending on countries, please contact your business partner for the training fees.

FLEXIBLE PAYMENT PLAN

Plan 1 Plan 2 Plan 3
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Click to review the transition scenarios from current SME ERP solutions, transition scenario details from discontinued products.

Logo Mind Navigator is available only in English and Turkish.

Logo GO Wings software and hardware requirements are specified in 'System Requirements' document. This document can be reached by "Logo Business Partners".

User increases that are added onto basic packages individually or consecutively to increase users. Example: 3 users are obtained when “+2 users” increase is installed onto Logo GO 

Wings main package. There is no need to buy any user increase if it is not specified in the list for the options that are used with the sets.

The Logo GO Wings product and all its options can be used by up to 16 users.

User-independent modules' user numbers are limited by the Logo GO Wings user number

─ Additional product and services
The users who use applications that write data without adaptation tools need to obtain a Database Access License.

Logo GO Wings solution can be used as a hybrid via desktop and / or web browser.

• The number of users in the system is controlled by “Named User” counting model. These controls are made through the definition of the terminal, control is provided from a 

counting area on the number of times a user can open the product on the desktop side, and the user can open the product according to this number.

• Each time a user is logged by the system, it is deducted from the total number of users. the solution can be used by two different companies at the same time but this way two users 

will be counted in the system.

The main pack is available in English, Turkish and one-preffered language. If the users wish, Arabic, Azeri, Persian and Russian language pack/s except these can be purchased.

Language Pack Price is valid for only one language. Example; Plan 1 subscribers should pay 930x2=1860 USD for first year for Arabic and Persian Language Packs both.

─ Logo GO Wings

Logo GO Wings Main Pack includes; Stock (Invoice, Order, Costing, Dynamic Unit Equivalent Commodity Tracking), Accounting, Fixed Assets, Invoice, AR (Payment / Collection, 

Payment Plan), Demand Management, Check / Bond, Payment Transactions (Partially collection), Credit Card, Bank, Cash, Currency Tracking, Inflation Accounting, Additional Tax, 

Foreign Exchange Calculator, Trading Currency, the Table and Pivot Reports, Task Scheduler, Workflow provides Administrator Console and Webmaster modules.
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